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Transportation of 10 Gbps, 10 Gbps/40 GHz, 10 Gbps/200 MHz data for downlink (DL) and 6 Gbps
data for uplink (UL) transmission with Rayleigh backscattering (RB) noise mitigation for wired and
wireless users even in radio-frequency sensitive areas have been proposed and investigated. A 2× 2
wavelength-division-multiplexing mux/demux is employed to separate DL and UL to avoid RB noise.
Power penalty of < 1 dB at Bit error rate value of 10−9 and clear eye-diagrams express the reliability
and fruitfulness of the proposed network.
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1. Introduction

The thirst of broadband capacity is increasing ex-
ponentially day by day. Due to the advantageous
characteristics such as high power affordable,
enormous bandwidth, strengthen security, long
reach, good quantifiability, wavelength-division-
multiplexing passive-optical-networks (WDM
PONs) are considered to be an appreciable
solution [1–7]. A hybrid WDM network not only
becomes the cornerstone of the single mode fiber
(SMF) based network but also plays the same
role for wireless, optical, RF based systems owing
to its vast bandwidth, very high speed data
rate and enormous coverage area [8]. Fusion of
radio over fiber (RoF) system with WDM-PON
delivers huge amount of superiority on flexibility,
high capacity and cost effectivity too [9]. But,
the system performance might be degraded due
to RB noise especially in bidirectional transport
system whenever both downlink (DL) and uplink
(UL) signals of same wavelengths are transmitted
through a same feeder fiber. Several research
groups have already proposed various types of
techniques to reduce RB noise [10–14]. A more
effectual method to diminish the RB noise is
constructed on cross re-modulation network [15].
Nevertheless, this system faces the re-modulation
noise owing to the presence of downstream data
in remodulated upstream signal [16]. Amid
numerous types of proposed methods, crosstalk
from reflection can be excellently lessened by
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crossed wavelength technique reported by C.
H. Yeh et al. [14, 16]. This paper presents
a transport system to transmit 10 Gbps, 10
Gbps/40 GHz, 10 Gbps/200 MHz DL signal
along with RB noise minimisation for wired and
wireless users even in RF prohibited areas and 6
Gbps UL signal for wired users. A 2 × 2 WDM
mux/demux is utilized here to separate DL and
UL signal to avoid the interferometric crosstalk
due to RB noise. Feasibility of the proposed
network is characterised in terms of bit error
rate (BER) value and clear eye opening. As per
authors knowledge based on literature survey,
this is the very first time where, the proposed
network has ability to transmit high data rate
over long distance for wired, wireless users even
in the RF prohibited areas like hospitals, kinder
garden schools etc. with minimum RB noise.

2. Experimental set up

Block diagram of proposed transport system is
depicted in Fig. 1. A Fabry-Perot laser diode
(FPLD) is utilized as a source of optical carrier.
A carrier waves of central wavelength 1550.72 nm
is coming from FPLD and after passing through
tuneable optical filter (TOF) it is split by a po-
larisation beam splitter (PBS) into two signals
of opposite polarization states (P and S). Among
them one (S state) is fed into Mach-Zehnder Mod-
ulator (MZM) via polarisation controller (PC)
and modulated by 20 GHz RF signal and mixed
with 10 Gbps on-off keying (OOK) data stream
with pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) of word
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length 231-1. The bias point of MZM is fine-tuned
at a null operation point to generate carrier sup-
pressed side bands. On the other hand, the P-
polarised signal is fed into an another MZM and
modulated with 10 Gbps PRBS data. These two
modulated signals are combined by polarisation
beam combiner (PBC). Simultaneously, another
carrier signal of central wavelength 1551.12 nm is
selected from FPLD via TOF and fed into an an-
other MZM driven by 10 Gbps/200 MHz signal.
Now, all the modulated signals are transmitted
over 50 km SMF from optical line terminal (OLT)
to remote node (RN). A 2× 2 WDM mux/demux
is employed here to separate DL and UL signal
which reduces the RB effect in transport system.
Here port “A” allows the DL signal while UL sig-
nal are passed through port “B”. Finally, after RN,
these signals are de-multiplexed and split accord-
ing to their polarisation states and further com-
municated to the wired and wireless users. Sig-
nal of wired link is evaluated by bit error rate
taster (BERT) after detection of photo diode (PD)
and low pass filter (LPF). Whether, 40 GHz wire-
less signal is communicated through 15 m wire-
less link with the assistance of two horn antenna
(HA) after detection of PD and amplified by PA.
After wireless transmission, it is finally fed into

BERT via low noise amplifier (LNA), error detec-
tor (ED), LPF and clock-data recovery (CDR).
Through wireless link whenever the signal trans-
mits, the phase and amplitude of the signal differs
with wireless link distance. The LNA is used here
to amplify the signal and eliminate the unwanted
noise. After that, the deformed signal after trans-
mission through wireless link is compensated, fil-
tered and regenerated by CDR. CDR and LNA
both lessen the fluctuation of phase and ampli-
tude simultaneously that ensues the enhancement
of BER value and quality of eye diagram upgra-
dation. Similarly, one part of 10 Gbps/200 MHz
signal after optical splitter (OS) in optical network
unit (ONU) also detected and communicated over
15 m wireless distance with the assistance of PD,
PA, HAs, LNA, ED, LPF, CDR and BERT. So,
this system is also able to communicate informa-
tion in RF sensitive areas like hospitals, kinder
garden schools etc. Another part of signal from
OS is launched into FPLD as an injection light for
injection locking of wavelength 1550.32 nm wave-
length of multi-wavelength source and modulated
by 6 Gbps data and transmitted back through port
“B” of WDM mux/demux over 50 km SMF, de-
tected in OLT for wired users.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed bidirectional hybrid WDM-PON for transportation of RB noise
mitigated information to wired and wireless users.

The periodic output characteristic of 2× 2 WDM
mux/demux is used here to separate DL and UL
for mitigation of RB noise [13]. To make it easy
to understand a detail pictorial representation is
given by assuming 2 × N WDM mux/demux in
Fig. 1.A. Fig. 1.A indicates the optical output
characteristic of 2 × N WDM multiplexer. As
clarified in Fig. 1.A, the WDM wavelengths of
λ1 to λN and λ2 to λN+1 can pass through the
WDM multiplexer from the input/output ports of
“A” and “B”, respectively. Henceforth, the out-
put/input ports of “1” to “N” could permit the
wavelengths of λ1 and λ2, λ2 and λ3, λ3 and

λ4, and λ4 and λ5 and so on for passing, corre-
spondingly. Owing to the periodic wavelength ar-
rangement of 2 × N WDM multiplexer, the out-
put/input ports of ‘‘1’’ to ‘‘N’’ could also allow
the wavelengths of λ5 and λ6, λ6 and λ7, λ7 and

Fig. 1.A. Periodic output characteristics of
2×N WDM mux/demux.
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λ8, and λ8 and λ9 and so on sequentially, as
per Fig. 1.A. Here, the principle of 2 × N
WDM mux/demux is exploited in a 2 × 2 WDM
mux/demux furthermore the DL and UL wave-
lengths of 1550.72 nm, 1551.12 nm and 1550.32
nm are applied in the demonstration, individually.
So, according to the designed WDM architecture,
we employed the DL and UL signals with different
wavelengths to evade the RB noise as this noise is
arisen for transmission of more than one signals of
same wavelengths through a single feeder fiber. In
our proposed architecture, use of different wave-
lengths for DL and UL channel ensues the miti-
gation of RB noise in addition, the allowance of
two ports of WDM mux/demux for two different
purpose i.e. for transmission of DL and UL signal

confirms the avoidance of cause of rising the noise
due to RB.

3. Results and Discussions

Obtained optical and electrical spectra at some
important points are depicted in fig. 2(a)–(h).
Fig. 2(a)–(c) show the modulated optical spectra
for DL after the modulator MZM, PM and MZM
respectively. Fig. 2(d) depicts the optical spectra
of modulated signal for UL transmission. The de-
tected electrical spectra after PD for DL 10 Gbps
wired, 10 Gbps/40 GHz wireless and 10 Gbps/200
MHz wireless users are shown in fig. 2(e)–(g) se-
quentially. Fig. 2(h) shows the detected electrical
spectra after PD for 6 Gbps UL wired signal.

Fig. 2. (a)–(d). optical spectra of the modulated signals at ‘the output of the modulators [at point
‘a’–‘d’ insert fig. 1], (e)–(g) electrical spectra detected after PD for DL 10 Gbps wired, DL 10 Gbps/40

GHz MMW wireless, DL 10 Gbps/200 MHz wireless and (h) UL 6 Gbps wired signal.

The performance of proposed system is analysed
in terms of power penalties, receiver sensitivities
at the BER of 10−9, clarity of eye diagram etc.
BER curves with different received optical powers
along with eye diagrams for DL 10 Gbps wired sig-

nal, DL 10 Gbps/40 GHz signal, DL 10 Gbps/200
MHz signal and UL 6 Gbps wired signals are
shown in fig. 3(a)–(d) sequentially. Receiver sensi-
tivities of −20.04 dBm, −19.54 dBm, −19.55 dBm
and −15.65 dBm at BER of 10−9 for all signals re-
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spectively and power penalties of 0.65 dB, 0.8 dB,
0.8 dB, 0.85 dB are recorded sequentially for the
aforementioned cases between B2B and over 50

km SMF. Clear and open eyes in fig. 2(a) to (d)
prove the feasibility of the proposed network.

Fig. 3. Measured BER curves with different received optical power for DL (a) 10 Gbps wired (b) 10
Gbps/40 GHz wireless (c) 10 Gbps/200 MHz wireless (d) UL 6 Gbps wired signal.

4. Conclusion
A scheme for RB noise mitigation and transporta-
tion of 10 Gbps, 10 Gbps/40 GHz, 10 Gbps/200
MHz DL signal for wired and wireless users and 6
Gbps UL signal for wired users is proposed and
demonstrated. Receiver sensitivities of −20.04
dBm, −19.54 dBm, −19.55 dBm, −15.65 dBm are
achieved at the BER of 10−9 by DL 10 Gbps, 10
Gbps/40 GHz, 10 Gbps/200 MHz and UL 6 Gbps
signal respectively. Very low power penalties (0.65
dB, 0.8 dB, 0.8 dB, 0.85 dB) for both DL and UL,
clear and open eyes ensure the potential of the pro-
posed scheme and also show the efficiency of giving
a reliable platform for high data rate transmission
in long reach along with RB noise elimination to
the next generation communication world.
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